This paper introduces the AFRL-OSU Multimodal Machine Translation Task 1 system for submission to the Conference on Machine Translation 2017 (WMT17). This is an atypical MT system in that the image is the catalyst for the MT results, and not the textual content.
Introduction
Contemporary scientific meetings have examined the potential benefits of fusing image information with machine translation. For instance, the leading international conference in this area, the Conference on Machine Translation (WMT), is approaching its second year of competition on Multimodal Machine Translation (MMT). First year results in WMT16's Multimodal Task 1 were varied in approaches, informative in their findings, and indicated potential opprtunities for multimodal system improvement. .
In the WMT16 submissions, the seemingly predominant focal point across the systems was the fact that textual information was the driver for the translation. The image features tended towards being ancilliary inputs or outputs (Libovický et al., 2016; Guasch and Costa-Jussà, 2016; Caglayan et al., 2016) or decision-type functions (Shah et al., 2016) and not the main antagonist for translation Elliott et al., 2015) . This is sensible as it is an MT competition. However, approaching it from another direction, namely, having the image as the driver for the translation presents a different point of view worth investigating. The following sections will outline the seemingly novel approach to MMT and give particulars of this unconstrained system.
AFRL-OSU System
This section will outline the architecture of the system. This is a first approximation into the process but is expected to undergo further development based on insights from this competition.
General Overview
Referencing Fig. 1 , a generic example taken from shows a method where the source caption and image are the drivers for the multimodal translation. In some of WMT16's submissions, the decomposition of the image is incorporated as an additional feature into the MMT system, while others used the features as a function to help pick the best translation.
AFRL-OSU's system is pictorially represented in Figure 2 . Currently, there is much work in image captioning systems (Socher et al., 2014; Ghahramani et al., 2014; Mao et al., 2014; Kiros et al., 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015) , and WMT17 has even set out a task in its competition for it. Our emphasis is not to try to produce a multilingual image captioning system, rather to use one to accomplish MT as the maturity of the caption engine research progresses.
This system architecture assumes an image caption engine can be trained in a target language to give meaningful output in the form of a set of the most probable n target language candidate captions. A learned mapping function of the encoded source language caption to the corresponding encoded target language candidate captions is thusly employed. Finally, a distance function is applied to retrieve the "nearest" candidate caption to be the translation of the source caption. 
Source to Target Transfer Mapping

Theoretical Overview
Details of the system architecture are illustrated in Figure 3 . Given an image i (top left), using an image captioning engine trained in the target language t, we produce n candidate captions:
After obtaining the candidate sentences, we transform them into a fixed vector length encoding with v
where G t (·) is the target encoder. Similarly (from the top right of Figure 3 ), the source language caption C s i is encoded using
where G s (·) is the source encoder.
At this point, both the target captions and the source caption are encoded in separate monolingual, monomodal subspaces. In order to execute the retrieval process, we develop a transfer mapping of the source language encodings to the space of target language encodings. We learn this source-to-target mapping using training pairs of source language encodings and target language encodings provided by traditional MT of the source language examples (Sennrich et al., 2016) . Hence the mapping attempts to learn MT translation from the encoding representations themselves. The architecture employed is a multi-layer neural network. 
Implementation
The actual AFRL-OSU unconstrained implementation went through many iterations of tool sets before settling. The captioning engine selected for this competition was Google's Show and Tell system (Vinyals et al., 2015) . It was trained on the WMT16 training and validation splits using the MultiFlickr30K images and German and ImageClef 2006-2008 multilingual datasets (Rorissa et al., 2006) . For testing, 1000 captions (C t i j for j = 1, ..., 1000) per image were produced. Any caption with sentence length less than five words was not considered, but was not replaced. Captions were put into all lowercase without punctuation.
The monolingual word encodings, G t and G s , used to vector encode the source language caption and target language captions employed the word encodings compiled and published by Facebook (Bojanowski et al., 2016) . Because Facebook's data was chosen over any word encodings produced internally, vector length was fixed at 300. This dataset was produced by Facebook by crawling and cleaning up data from Wikipedia pages using their fastText software and encoding algorithm outlined in (Bojanowski et al., 2016) . Sentence encodings used in the AFRL-OSU system were derived from averaging of in-vocabulary constituent word encodings.
To transform source encoded data into the target language encoded subspace, a multi-layer neural network was constructed. The WMT16 training/validation splits were used for the training English source captions (5 captions per image with a total of 29000 images). These English captions were encoded into 300x1 vectors, each L2-normalized. The training target outputs were generated using Edinburgh's WMT16 Neural MT System (Sennrich et al., 2016) to translate captions from English to German in the same 300x1 vector format, and again L2-normalized. The neural network was configured with 1 hidden layer (500 nodes) and a mean squared error loss-function. To test the approach 10% of the training data was kept for evaluation. During training, 25% of the remaining training data was withheld for validation with a maximum of 10000 epochs. The resulting network provides a source-to-target mapping of the source caption encodinĝ We lastly used the squared Euclidean Distance between the source transformed English caption encodingv t i to the collection of candidate target caption encodings to select the best candidate sentence index j * j * = arg min
The "best" match (to the source language caption) produced from the captioning engine is the sentence C t i j * . From the test data (with ground truth source-to-target labels), we received a top-1 of 77% and top-5 of 87%.
Results
The final submission consisted of generating 1000 captions per image with the top score being selected. The minimum of 5 words per sentence discounted 150963 candidate captions.
The top caption satisfying Eq.4 as the minimal value was scored against the output from the Edinburgh WMT16 Neural MT system and had a ME-TEOR (Denkowski and Lavie, 2014) score of 19.8 (Sennrich et al., 2016) . Figure 4 provides some trends for locations of zero vectors and top scoring vectors.
Conclusion
Assuming sufficient baseline results from an image-centric MMT system evaluated in this competition, there exist several opportunities for understanding the implications of such a system and also to improve its capabilities.
The captioning engine used is employed as a black box and assumed meaningful output for processing. Knowing the inner workings of the caption engine should allow tuning to produce more meaningful results. The authors also look forward to the results of this Multimodal Competition's Task 2 to obtain a better captioning engine (either improvements on the current system, or a different method altogether).
The monolingual word encodings attained from the Facebook models were constrained to 300 elemental vector length. Exploration into not only the size, but also construction of the data is warranted.
The cost function used, squared Euclidean Distance, is a first attempt. Looking at a variety of functions may harvest better results.
The authors only submitted the top ranked caption for scoring in this competition. However, 33 candidate submissions received a 0.0 sentence level METEOR score. Therefore, approaching a selection from the Top m captions that would maximize the METEOR is worth investigating.
This paper outlined the AFRL-OSU WMT17 Multimodal Translation system where the image is the focal point for MT. The authors hope that it spurs some alternative thinking and research in the area of multimodal MT.
